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Abstract

In this paper, we try to explore the foreign exchange market micros-

tructure with all transaction records in a day. Our data set，“EBS Mar-

ket Data”，contains all the transaction in a day. EBS Market Data

records all the transaction for 24 hours starting from 22:00:00 in previ-

ous day to next day. We apply Autoregressive Conditional Duration

model for uneven spaced tick by tick foreign exchange rate. This data

set enables us to use limit order data, market order data and exit infor-

mation of limit order individually. Fact findings are as follows. New

York market is the busiest no matter what kind of currencies dealers

trade and regardless of the time of the day. Around half of limit orders

of three currencies are cancelled. With ACD model, result suggests

strong evidence that there exists duration persistency in all data set.

Volume has positive and volatility has negative impact. Larger volume

order shorten the duration, and higher volatility induce more trades.

Keywords: limit order, market order, cancellation, ACD model, mar-

ket microstructure

Introduction

Foreign exchange market is one of the largest financial markets in the

world. Same financial asset can be traded in different market in different

country. If we use a cross listed stock data from a market in a country, this

data is different in different country even though the company is same. But

foreign exchange rate such as USD/JPY is same in everywhere in the world.

To be accurate, this is why we can compare the market features among

different countries with same asset if we use foreign exchange rate.

１ Susai acknowledges financial support from Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research (B)

(26285070)，JSPS.
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In this paper, we try to explore the foreign exchange market microstruc-

ture with all transaction records in a day. There are many papers that have

been devoting to explore the microstructure of foreign exchange market

with EBS datai. Many of them are using even spaced dataii. EBS Data Mine

Version 5 provides us four data at most in a second. Our data,“EBS Market

Data”，records all the transaction on the trading platform provided by ICAP

for 24 hours starting from 22:00:00 in previous day to next dayiii. This“EBS

Market Data”looks like a limit order book. All the limit order, market order

and exit information by cancellation or hit by market or limit order are avail-

able.

ICAP trading platform is covering wider share of the transactions of par-

ticular currency pairs, such as EUR/USD, USD/JPY and EUR/JPY. Thus,

we choose EUR/USD, EUR/JPY and USD/JPY, most traded currency

pairs in foreign exchange market in this research. As these currencies are

most traded in the world, the possibility of arbitrage opportunity must be

lowest. Under the arbitrage free condition, we try to compare the results

among them and to see what might be happen. We can expect that the

microstructure can be similar because of the arbitrage condition.

As our data is real tick by tick and uneven spaced foreign exchange rate

data, we cannot apply GARCH type method. Then, we try to use Au-

toregressive Conditional Duration method proposed by Engle and Russell

(1995,1998)．To avoid uneven spaced data problem, we use Log type ACD

modeliv and explore the market microstructure. In the analysis, we use limit

i See Ito et al，(2012) Breedon and Ronaldo (2012).

ii Precisely speaking, even though we use EBS Data Mine ver.5，interval between the data

is uneven. There are at most four data in a second. But the interval among four is uneven.

iii For details about the data, see Susai and Yoshida (2014).

iv See more discussion on the ACD type models, Fernandes and Grammig (2006).
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order data, market order data and the record of exit from the limit order

book individually so that the difference between order types can be revealed.

Rest of this paper is as follows. In the next section, we explain our data in

detail. Following the data section, we estimate ACD model and check the

results. Finally, we discuss on the market microstructure and conclude the

discussion.

Data Description

In this paper, we use“EBS Market Data”v on the 8th of September，2011．

Even though we use only one day，550,693 of EUR/JPY，371,424 of EUR/

USD and 207,752 of USD/JPY data can be used. Most traded foreign ex-

change rate is EUR/JPY on this dayvi. EBS Market Data is not the data that

ICAP used to provide to us, such as Data Mine Version 1 or Version 5．

Even in the Data Mine Version 5，there are four data at most within one se-

cond．“EBS Market Data”contains all the transaction record in a day in-

cluding many pairs of currencies and some commodities. Time spans for

24 hours from 22:00:00 to 21:59:59．In our analysis, we use EUR/USD,

EUR/JPY and USD/JPY that are most traded financial assets in the world.

Recorded transactions are quote submitted (QS)，quote deleted (QD)，

market hit submission (HS) and some messages that explain the trade de-

tails such as the amount traded, taker and maker information and so on.

Each record contains masked submitters' ID and millisecond timestamp. QS

and HS have dealers' region indicator, such as New York (NY), London

(LN) and Tokyo (TY)．QS is a limit order and contains quote price and

v See，“EBS Market Data: Data Format,”ICAP, March，2011.

vi As we checked the economic events on this day, we cannot find any special events. In

general, EUR/USD is most traded financial asset.
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volume, and bid and offer indicator. HS records market order and has hit

price and amount, sell and buy indicator. QD has dealt amount and cancel in-

dicator. Hereafter, we use these three different types of transaction data.

The data we use here is high frequency real traded data. Many papers

have been using UHF data from stock market, but it has been hard to use

foreign exchange real traded all the transaction records. One of the features

of tick by tick UHF is uneven spaced data, time series econometric methods

are not suitable to use. For dealing with this difficulty, we construct duration

between the orders. Duration is defined as follows.

D_Rt＝xt－xt－1 (1)

Where D_Rt is duration of each data, and xt is timestamp of a variable x at

time t. In Table 1，we show basic statistics for three currencies.

Basic Statistics

D_R is duration, and D_R30 adds up 30 durations from present to past, D_R

60 is the total sum of 60 past durations. RATE is foreign exchange rate and

L_RATE is log difference of RATE. VAR_5 is the standard deviation of five

past L_RATEs and VAR_10 is standard deviation for ten past L_RATEs.

These VAR variables measure the volatility of foreign exchange rate.

VOLUME shows the market order (HS) and limit order (QS) volume.

VOLUME_60 is the sum of 60 past volume of each order type.

We can confirm that it takes at least 30 seconds in every currency pairs for

60 transactions. Mean duration is less than one second in three currency

pairs and the shortest mean time for 60 transactions is 9 seconds in EUR/

JPY. In terms of volatility, USD/JPY is the highest and EUR/JPY is the
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lowest. This is consistent that highest USD/JPY rate is 91.31 and lowest

rate is 80，then the rate of change is 14％ (3323％ per year) whereas it is 5

％ for EUR/JPY. Even though the trading volume, in other word trading ac-

tivity, of EUR/JPY is the highest, volatility is the lowest. Based on earlier

researches, volatility increases with heavier trading activity. Higher trading

volume with lower volatility is implying that dealers do not want to cause the

price change when they trade. If liquidity dealer wants to deal a large

amount without any impact on the price, they used to split their order into

smaller volume order. This kind of splitting order strategy tends to induce

larger volume with lower volatility.

Table 2 shows QD, QS and HS basic statistics individually. In terms of the

duration, QS is the shortest and HS is the longest. From the all data statis-

tics, New York market is the largest in all three currencies. Tokyo market is

only bigger in USD/JPY trade, but not so big in EUR/JPY. Then, we might

say that EUR is cross currency in Tokyo market. This tendency is almost

same in QS and HS statistics.

From QD data, around half of the transactions are cancellation. As QD

records the exit of limit orders from market, we can confirm that around half

of the reason for the exit of limit orders in foreign exchange market is can-

cellationvii. The portion of bid and offer transaction is almost same.

In terms of the duration for 60 transactions in all statistics, EUR/JPY is

the shortest and USD/JPY is the longest in QD and QS, but EUR/USD is

the shortest in HS. Among QD, QS and HS, limit order QS is the shortest

and market order HS is the longest. From the volatility point of view, mar-

ket order HS is relatively lower, and comes with shorter duration and larger

vii This rate is relatively high. Cancellation rates are reported in many papers as follows;

20％ in Paris Bourse (Biais et al.(1995))，56％ in NYSE (Harris and Hasbrouck (1996))，

40％ in NYSE (Yeo (2005)).
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volume.

With all the facts we already discussed so far, limit order QS shows short-

er duration and higher volatility, but smaller volume. From the theoretical

research, higher volatility comes with heavier trading activity, larger

volumeviii. But in this statistics, we find that limit order tends to be more

trades with smaller volume, but price dispersion is wider. This is consistent

that if limit order dealers are mainly liquidity dealers and they want

to reduce free option risk, then they might split their orders into smaller

volume ordersix. Splitting order strategy used to aim at not affecting the

price. But in our statistics, price volatility is higher in limit order trading.

The order at farer from the best bid and offer price with smaller volume

means lower execution risk, but lower free option risk. If limit order dealer

put larger importance on avoiding free option risk, we can say that large part

of limit dealers are liquidity dealers. On the other hand, market order dealers

trade larger volume with limited opportunity (narrower price dispersion)．

If market dealers have some information on the asset price, then they can

buy or sell larger volume at the price based on their information.

From Table 3 to 6，we decompose all the data into four time zones,

Tokyo, London, London and New York, and New York. As we can use deal-

ers region, here we want to pay special attention on the trading time.

In all time zone, EUR/JPY durations for 60 trades are the shortest and

volatilities in 10 trades are the lowest. Even if we divide all the data into

major time zones, the tendency is same. During Tokyo time, trades of three

viii Mixture of Distribution Hypothesis is one of most popular discussions.

ix If limit order is large and limit order dealer is liquidity dealer, then this large order gives

opportunity to gain by informed dealer. Many researchers are defining this opportunity

for informed dealers as free option and as free option risk for liquidity dealers (Fong and

Liu (2010)).
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currencies are higher in Tokyo region, EUR/USD is exceptional and is most

traded in London Region. In London time, EUR/USD and USD/JPY are

most traded in London region but EUR/JPY is most in New York region.

This time zone is early in the morning in New York. Even early in the morn-

ing, many orders of EUR/JPY are from New York region. In London and

New York and New York time zone, more than 60 percent of orders are from

New York region.

Empirical Model

Autoregressive Conditional Duration model

Following Engle and Russell (1995，1998)，we derive ACD model as fol-

lows. With the duration (D_Rt(for simplicity, Dt)) and each event time

stamp (xt)，we can construct the conditional expected value of duration as

below.

E(Dt｜Dt－1,Dt－2,…D1)＝γt(Dt－1,Dt－2,…D1;θ)≡γt (2)

Then we assume,

Dt＝γtεt (3)

{εt}～i.i.d.

This assumption allows us to describe the duration as mean function ofγt.

In this paper, we adopt Log ACD model.

ln(γt)＝c＋
m

Σ
i＝1
αi Dt－1＋

n

Σ
j＝1
βiγt－1＋

o

Σ
k＝1
ρk zk (4)

zks are exogenous variables. From (3) to (4)，we can derive the quasi-likeli-

hood function.

ln(L)＝－
N

Σ
i＝1

ln(γt)＋
Di

γi
(5)
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Estimation model

Figure 1 to 13 in the appendix are the duration of each variable. Because

the shape of all figures looks similar and shows some seasonality, we deal

with this seasonality as below.

To get the smoothing series (ηt) for solving the seasonality matters, we

use exponential smoothing with Hold-Winters additive seasonal variation

method. Hereafter, we use seasonality adjusted duration in all estimations.

�γt＝
γt

ηt
(6)

We incorporate volume variables, volatility variables, trade indicators and

market indicators into the model as zk. Not only the total volume but also

buy and sell volume, bid and offer volume are incorporated. We use only

volatility for 60 trades as volatility variable. Market indicators of Tokyo,

London and New York are also used in the model.

Among several lags in (4)，we select most simple model.

ln(�γt)＝c＋αDt－1＋β�γt－1＋ρt zt (7)

and c≧0，α,β＞0.

Estimation Results

Table 7 shows base result with all data (including QD, QS and HS) in each

currency pair without exogenous variables. Models are estimated sig-

nificantly and consistent for the parameter constraint. As already mentioned

by many papers on the persistency of lagged term，α＋βcan tell us the mag-

nitude of this tendency. Largest value ofα＋βis almost 1.16 in USD/JPY
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and around 1 in EUR/USD. Although EUR/JPY showsα＋βas small as 0.

25，all the result shows lagged duration has positive impact on future dura-

tion and positive duration clustering exixts. This tendency is strong for EUR

/USD and USD/JPY.

Table 7．ACD Model estimation result: All data

Table 8．ACD Model with HS; EUR/USD
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Table 9．ACD Model with HS; EUR/JPY

Table 10．ACD Model with HS; USD/JPY
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Table 8 to 10 show the result of HS (market order) data. EQ1 is base

model that contains no exogenous variables. In Table 8,α＋βof EQ1 is about

1 and about same for the base result (Table 7)．EQ2 and EQ5 in Table

8 show that larger volume and higher volatility reduce the duration, hasten

the market hit to limit order. Taking a closer look at the volume, we divide

the whole volume into buy and sell volume. Buying market order prolongs

the duration, then reduces the market activity. Selling market order shortens

the duration and increases the market activity. Selling EUR against USD

order hastens the market order.

HS of EUR/JPY shows lowerα＋βvalue compare to the base result. Con-

Table 11．ACD Model with QS; EUR/USD
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trary to the EUR/USD result, volume has positive impact on duration

(reduce the trading activity)．This is partly from the impact of selling

volume on the duration. Selling EUR against JPY also discourages the mar-

ket order.

Market order result of USD/JPY is much different from the result of base

case.α＋βvalue of EQ1 in Table 10 is 0.075．Not only volume but also

volatility has positive impact on the duration. All the exogenous variable are

positively estimated.

Limit order of EUR/USD shows different tendency on the persistency of

the past duration. The value ofα＋βin Table 11 is much smaller than that of

Table 12．ACD Model with QS; EUR/JPY
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base case. All the exogenous variables except New York indicator have posi-

tive sign. Larger volume and higher volatility come with longer duration.

Relative to other market, duration might be shorter in New York.

Result from EUR/JPY limit order data shows stronger persistency com-

pare to the base case.α＋βis more than 0.7 and more than triple of the base

result. Past volume and volatility shorten the duration, but other variables

have positive impact on the duration.

Table 13．ACD Model with QS; USD/JPY

Although the relative persistency of EUR/JPY case is lower, the impact

of exogenous variables is same. Higher past volume and volatility have nega-
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Table 14．ACD Model with QD; EUR/USD

Table 15．ACD Model with QD; EUR/JPY
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Table 16．ACD Model with QD; USD/JPY

tive impact on the duration. These mean that aggressive limit order or

higher volatility induce active limit orders.

The result of QD is difficult to induce clear implication. QD is showing

exit transaction from the market, and there are some reasons to decide to

exit. We can surely say that there exists duration persistency even in the

exit transaction. So, when the exit transaction increase, for example cancel-

lation, more exits will be induced. Exit transaction shows also transaction

clustering.

Discussion

There are many debates on the behavior of individual dealers (or traders)

in foreign exchange market theoretically and empirically. Because dealer

based data in foreign exchange market has not been available for many
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years, empirical research has been facing some difficulties. Foreign ex-

change market is not a centralized market and more like OTC market

without central governing organization. In this paper, we try to examine the

dealers' behavior with special data set provided by ICAP.

As we mentioned earlier, we especially focus on limit order and market

order data setx. Engle and Russel (1998) analyzed trader's behavior with

stock data. They incorporate price variables and volume as exogenous varia-

bles. In this paper, as we cannot use bid-ask spread, we try to explore the ef-

fect of volume and market activity on the duration. Time span for 60 trades

is introduced as market activity indicatorxi and we incorporate the reciprocal

of this indicator as market activity proxy. We call this variable as CALM. If

CARM increases, market activity is getting active, in other word, more

trades within given time.

Overviewing the results of HS and QS, volume parameters have positive

sign in two of HS and all of QS results. In all cases,α＋βdoes not change so

much. Wider duration means slower trading pace, then lower trading activi-

ty. Bigger volume might be generated by new information on the asset, unin-

formed dealer may avoid to trade against informed dealer. In this case, trad-

ing activity has some impact on future trading impact. This is consistent

with Easley and O'Hara (1992) discussionxii.

Also it might be said that this fact is consistent with the behavior of avoid-

ing free option risk. The bigger the trading volume is, the bigger the free op-

tion risk becomes. So, when liquidity dealer faces the bigger trading volume,

he or she might stop ordering and wait next opportunity.

x Limited research has been done for analyzing cancellation behavior. See Susai and Yoshi-

da (2015) on the research on foreign exchange market.

xi See Susai and Yoshida (2015)．

xii See Easley and O'Hara (1992).
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As for the impact of volatility on the duartion, parameters of volatility is

negative in two of HS and QS cases. When volatility goes up, trading activi-

ty becomes higher. Limit order literatures sugget that volatility may

decrease non-execution risk. Following this discussion, we may point out

that more liquidity dealers submit orders during high volatility period.

Table 17．Effect of the Market Activity on the Order Behavior

For further discussion, we use CALM and check the impact of CALM on

the duration. Independent variable is duration and dependent variables are

CALM (α) and volume (β)．The purpose of this analysis is to know the re-

lation between market activity and duration. For estimating the model, we

use not olny OLS but also GMM.

Almost all parameters of CALM are estimated significantly negative

regardless of estimation medthod. This means that lower activity comes

with longer duration. In other word, the more active the market becomes,

the more number of order dealers submitte.
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The parameters of volume are positively estimated. But, not all

parameters are significant and especially some parameters that are estimat-

ed by GMM are not significant. This results are almost same as the result

we get from ACD estimation.

Summary

With tick by tick limit and market order data, we try to explore the deal-

ers submission behavior in foreign exchange market. In our analysis, we are

paying special attention on the time span between the transactions. To date,

some reseachers has started to use this kind of real trade foreign exchange

data, but only a few researchers including us are using limit orer and market

order data. One of the method we used to apply when we use tick by tick

data is to convert all the data into even speced data. In our analysis, we use

all the data and apply ACD model.

One of the advantages of our data is that we can distinguish the limit ord-

er, market order and canlellation record. We choose three most traded finan-

ical assets, EUR/USD. EUR/JPY and USD/JPY and construct three data

sets, QS as limit order data set, HS as market order data set and QD as can-

cellation and exit from the market.

Closer looking at the data, we find that New York market is the busiest in

all foreign exchange retes and regardless of the time of the day. Around half

of the limit orders of three currencies are cancelled. This cancellation rate is

relatively high.

Duration analysis gives us some implication on trading features in foreign

exchange market. With ACD model, result suggests strong evidence that

there exists duration persistency in all data set. This means that trading
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clustering exists and foreign exchange market might not follow EMH.

Volume and volatility have significant impact on duration. Although there

are some exceptions, almost the sign of all parameters are same, and volume

has positive and volatility has negative impact on the duration.

Large volume order shorten the duration, and higher volatility induce

more trades. If large volume order comes from informed dealer, liquidity

dealers may wait for next opportunity. When the market is volatile, price

moves a lot and execution probability is higher, then liquidity dealers submit

more orders or more liquidity dealers begin to trade.

Though we get significant results from ACD models, we need to explore

more in detail on the behavioral features of individual dealers. The interview

to the specialist who has been working for one of the Japanse major banks

told us that confidence on the market is important and the tendency of the

price movement can be changed when confidence in the market changes.

We should explore what he feels in his more than 20 years experience in the

market.
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